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Rolling walkers are popular in North America, 
but are rare in Africa despite their usefulness 
and the great amount of people who could 
benefit from them. However, existing walkers 
are not appropriate for the African context.

Steel and tires can be sourced 
locally and the casters are 
donated by a local Canadian 
rolling walker manufacturer

The final design can be 
manufactured at a 
fraction of the cost of 
North American models

A concept is formed 
based on cultural and 
environmental research.

A detailed drawing of the design 
is sent to a manufacturer in 
Uganda and built for testing.

Local users test and provide 
meaningful feedback which 
helps shape the final design.
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“THe project goal is to 
translate the common 
north american rolling 
walker to fit the needs 
and capabilities of a 
rural ugandan context.”

Disconnect between product & user
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The frame design is not 
collapsible so it does not 
compromise its strength

Mobility and cargo space 
allow for goods and services 
to be promoted and sold

$

Slow-down and locking 
brakes steady the user 
as they move and rest

The 1m wheelbase is more 
stable over terrain and easy 
to control when turning

12’’ tires and 8’’ casters 
roll over large obstacles 
and uneven terrain

research & visualize 
a ugandan walker1 collaborate with a 

local manufacturer2 Share stories & 
share learning3

The frame can be built with 
the tools available to local 
manufacturers

Manufacturing methods 
allow for the frame to be 
built specifically to the user

why a rolling walker?
MARKET OPPORTUNITY project development through CROSS-CULTURAL COMMUNICATION

BRIDGING THE GAP between cultural contexts

A rolling walker shaped by inspiring stories of ugandan users

a co-designed context-specific solution

structural rigidity

Economic Opportunity

User Safety

Stable Mobility

Tackles Terrain

Low cost

local materials

LOCAL manufacture

User fitted
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